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Measuring for Custom Soft Padded Pelmets 

If you need to ask any questions, call, talk with us via live chat, or send us an e-mail, we’ll be happy to help 
 

1. Determine the Width 
Make sure there is enough space on either side for the Pelmet to go past. 
 
If measuring for Pelmets over any Recess Fit Blind 
 
A. Measure the width in mm from the outer edge of the architrave to the opposite 
edge, and then: 
Add 60mm to your above total width measurement, so that the pelmet will go past 
your architrave by 30mm on each side 
 
If measuring for Pelmets over any Recess Fit Blind on a window without architraves 
(timber frame) 
A. Measure the width in mm of the opening, and then: 
Add 60mm to your above total width measurement, so that the pelmet will go past 
your window opening by 30mm on each side 
 
If measuring for Pelmets over a Face Fit Blind 
If ordering for over a face fit blind, measure the exact width in mm of the blind from 
end bracket to end bracket. If you are ordering your pelmet together with a new face 

fitted blind then this should be the same width measurement you entered on that product, then: 
Add 60mm to your above width measurement, so the pelmet will go past each side by 30mm 
Nearly all face fix blinds run from either end of the architrave, check if your blind is measured or installed this way to ensure the 
returns clear the architrave. 
Venetian Blinds cannot be face mounted with a pelmet, so you will need to top fix the blind, adjust the height as necessary in case 
you mount your pelmet higher than the top of the architrave. 

2. Choose the Projection size on Order Page 
The projection is how far into the room the pelmet will project from the wall, we make it easy to determine the projection by offering 
5 set values to choose from on the order page, if you are placing more than one pelmet on the same wall it’s best to have the same 
projection size for all of them: 
 
80mm 
This projection option can be chosen for over any Recess fitted Blind 
 
100mm 
This projection option is our most popular choice over any Recess fitted Blind, Face Fit Single Roller Blind, or Face Fit Slimline 
25mm Aluminum Venetian 
 
120mm 
This projection option is perfect for over any Roman Blind, any Face Fit Single Roller Blind, any Face Fit Venetian Blind 
 
150mm 
This projection option is perfect for over any standard single Curtain track or double roller blind 
  
200mm 
This projection option is perfect for over any standard double Curtain track or a Face Fit Vertical Blind 
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